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Identification Purpose of Use Storage Time 

Who Has 

Access To 

Information 

apiDomain_<apiKey> 

The shared domain API calls for all sites 

in a group should be sent to. 

If declined, SSO will not function. 

12 Months SAP 

gig_bootstrap_<apiKey> 

Internal cookie for the Web SDK 

If declined, user may be intermittently 

logged out. 

12 Months SAP 

gig_canary 

Indicates whether the client is using the 

canary version of the WebSDK. 

If declined, the WebSDK canary version 

will not load. The regular version will load 

instead. 

1 year (only active ~3 

days) 
SAP 

gig_canary_ver 

The version name of the WebSDK's 

canary version. 

If declined, the WebSDK canary version 

will not load. The regular version will load 

instead. 

1 year (only active ~3 

days) 
SAP 

_gig_lt / glt_<APIKey> 

Login Token for authentication. 

If declined, SAP Customer Data Cloud 

login will fail. 

1 day SAP 

gig_loginToken_<APIKey> 

SAP Customer Data Cloud's Single Sign 

On (SSO) group login token. 

If declined, SSO will fail. 

12 Months SAP 

gig_loginToken_<APIKey>

_exp 
SSO expiration. 12 Months SAP 

gig_loginToken_<API_KEY

>_revoked_tokens 

Revoked login tokens in an SSO group. 

In SSO scenarios, indicates to the Web 

SDK that the current token was revoked, 

so as to log the user out. 

Required for SAP Customer Data Cloud 

services to function. 

12 Months SAP 

gig_loginToken_<APIKey>

_visited 

Used to keep track of visited sites within 

the same SSO group. 

If declined, logout will fail to logout sites 

within the same SSO group. 

12 Months SAP 

gig3pctest (when using 

bypassCookiePolicy in the 

globalConf) 

A temp cookie used to check if 3rd party 

cookies are blocked. 
1 second SAP 
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gmid 

User cookie. 

If declined, the user cannot login to the 

system. 

12 Months SAP 

hasGmid 

Internal cookie for the Web SDK 

If declined, user may be intermittently 

logged out. 

13 Months SAP 

ucid 

Unique computer identifier used for 

generating reports, and used by the Web 

SDK to get saved response. 

If declined, in certain flows SAP 

Customer Data Cloud may not function. 

13 Months SAP 

 


